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ROUND 12 FIXTURE
Team

Opponent

Home/Away

Location

Time

U8’s

St. Paul’s McKinnon

Away

Mc Kinnon Reserve

8.30am

U9’s

St Peters

Away

Centenary Park

10.45am

U10’s

Bentleigh

Home

East Caulfield

12.00pm

U11 Polars

St. Paul’s McKinnon

Away

Mc Kinnon Reserve

10.20am

U11 Grizzlies

East Brighton

Home

East Caulfield

12.30pm

U12 Girls Polars

St Peters

Away

Centenary Park

2.30pm

U12 Girls Grizzlies

St Bedes / Mentone

Away

Southern Road

11.45am

U12 Polars

Hampton Rovers

Away

Castlefield Reserve

10.30am

U12 Grizzlies

St Kilda

Away

Wattie Watson Oval

1.10pm

U13’s

Port/South Melbourne

Home

Koornang Park

10.00am

U14’s Girls

Beaumaris

Away

Jack Barker Oval

11.30am

U14’s

Ashwood

Home

Koornang Park

8.45am

U15’s

Ormond

Away

E.E. Gunn Reserve

1.00pm

U16’s

Waverley Park Hawks

Away

Columbia Park

3.00pm

U17’s

Bentleigh

Away

Bentleigh Reserve

12.15pm

Calender Events
JULY

21

Comedy Night
7.00pm onwards

MATCH REPORTS!
If all teams could provide reports and a few photos for
the newsletter that would be appreciated! However
if nothing is received the scores where relevant, with
locations and weather will be all that’s published.
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Major Sponsor

PRESIDENTS
MESSAGE
I hope all our players enjoyed being back on the oval after the school holiday
break. We are now coming into the ‘pointy end’ of the season, with our
youngest teams only having a couple more rounds left before their end of
season ‘Lightning Carnivals’ and the older teams only having four more rounds
until Finals. At this stage of the season, with many teams battling it out for finals
contention, it is even more important that we don’t lose sight of the overriding
philosophy associated with junior sport: participation, skill development and
enjoyment. These ideals must not be cast aside in pursuit of a ‘win at all costs’
mentality.

Match Day
Photos
If you have any photos of
your teams for our newsletter,
please e-mail them to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

Louise Nelson
President

Contact Us
Club Website
caulfieldbears.com.au/
juniorteam

Facebook
For the latest in social
media, visit facebook.com/
CaulfieldBearsJuniors

Newsletter
Please send photos,
articles or anything else to
cbjfcnewsletter@gmail.com

Team App
Team app is the preferred
communication method for
CBJFC — make sure you install
and enable notifications to stay
up to date with your team’s
news, fixtures and events
Available from the App store or
the Play Store —
 simply install
the app, and find the Caulfield
Bears Junior Footy Club.

Download
our App!
caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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NOTICE BOARD
BY-LAW OF
THE WEEK
12.1. Match
Football
The home team must provide
the Field Umpire with the two
footballs of the correct size
and material and in good
condition (as determined by
the Field Umpire) no later
than ten minutes before the
commencement of a home and
away match. The away team
Captain shall choose which of
the two footballs is to be used
for the match. The football that
is not chosen for the match
shall remain on the home team’s
bench and will be used as a
backup football where necessary.

MILESTONES!
Congratulations to Johnny
Roussos, Jacques Land,
Oscar Gardiner, Gabriel Gauci
and Spencer who achieved
50 games. Also congratulations
to Harry Beet and Bhayne
Lundgren who ran through
the banner for his 100th club
game! Well done all!
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Calling all
News Stories!
The SMJFL is looking to give a voice back to all clubs and are
searching for some exciting news stories that they could share
on our website/social media!
If anyone has news to share, whether that be a stand out moment, the
success of a new team, a huge milestone for a player/club, someone showing
tremendous leadership, new facilities/jumpers, or anything else that you could
think of that would be a captivating news story/feature article, please email
secretary@caulfieldbears.com.au

Season 2019!
Planning is about to get underway for season 2019. Club’s like ours
cannot function without the assistance of many volunteers. If you would
like to get involved next year, please drop our Secretary an email at
secretary@caulfieldbears.com.au.

AUSKICK
Weekly Round Up

Upcoming Events

What a fantastic Saturday morning we had on Saturday,
numbers were up a little from the last session and we a
gearing up for a big Auskick finish to the season!

Saturday 28th - Footy Fan day! Get ready to get
your face colours on!

I can feel this week will be a bumper weekend for the
Prep/Kinder’s. Coaches have been seeing a continual
improvement across this group and with numbers rising
again the next few weeks should be a big fun one.
Grid games have been getting longer as everyone wants
to show off their marked improvement!
The level 2 group and our girls group continue to perform
like clockwork with our dedicated coaches. Not only are
they improving on Saturday mornings, but they are really
looking like a team with improved skills and game strategy
becoming evident. Keep up the great work.

Grid game opportunity with our senior club on Sat 4th
August! I will send out more regarding this next week!
Auskick Lightning Carnival is coming up, date TBA.
This is for the year 1 group and the girls group. On this
day the children will play in 2-3 grid matches against other
clubs. It will be held in Bentleigh but I will get more details
to you soon.
Last Session, Sat 11th August – Look forward to some
music, medallion presentations and fathers vs kids
matches and our final hot dog day!

Things To Remember
Auskick Administrators
Role 2019
Lastly, this a notice to let you all know that I will be standing
down as Auskick Administrator at the end of the season.
This is a good time to get a feel to see if anyone else out
there is willing to give it a go. The position is very rewarding
and a great way to get involved in the local community.
My role is a combination of managing the registration
database, responding to queries from parents organising
fundraising ie. Weekly BBQ’s and a raffle, and coordinating
these weekly reports. This program relies on volunteers to
make it happen! Please consider if this could be you!

Have fun
Make new friends
Listen to your coaches
Try and kick goals like your favourite players.
Go home …..AND PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!!

For more information about Caulfield Bears
Auskick, please contact:
April Matthews,
Auskick Coordinator

Again………..
Don’t forget to buy items from our BBQ and drinks from
our Auskick stand each week. All proceeds to go into our
Auskick program.

Parents
If you haven’t helped with the BBQ yet this season – make
this Saturday the first!!

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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MATCH REPORT
U8’s
Location:
East Caulfield



Caulfield Bears vs. Beaumaris
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Game Highlights:
The under 8’s continue to grow their skills and teamwork.
On a crisp but windy Sunday morning the bears lead by
LaLa as Captain took to it to the Sharks with gusto.
Working as a team and listing to the coach saw the
U8’s work hard in the first quarter against the wind.
In the second quarter Zac scored the first goal for the
bears after a sequence of tough play. The third quarter
against the wind Charlie stared with his best kick of the
season to slot a fantastic goal from a set shot.
Roman who was the bear hugger of the match laying
a number of effective tackles also kicked a great goal, he
was supported in the awards by LaLa, Charlie and Zac.

Editors Note: As per SMJFL By-Law 25.12, scores are not printed for out modified rules games. Also per SMJFL By-Law 23.10,
a mercy rule applies to the publication of all scores in U11–U13 matches. No team shall have a winning margin greater than 60 points.
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U9’s
Location:
East Caulfield
Reserve

Caulfield Bears vs. Hampton Rovers
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Goal Kickers:
Angus Brown, Harry Fryar,
Bear of the Week:
Jackson Dry, Will Stacey, Archie Johnstone
Game Highlights:
It was a fresh morning with the sun shining on the Bears
home ground. With numbers down on the opposition side,
a big credit to Hamish, Cara, Sebastian and Charlie.D
who all played for the Rovers in the 1st half of the match.
Further credit to players Luca, Eamonn, Grace and Cooper
who helped out the Rovers in the 2nd half.
A quick point was kicked by Quinn in the opening
minutes of the 1st quarter, followed up by a terrific mark
from Charlie.B, and a great kick out from Will.S. A great
tap out from Harry in the mid field saw the ball picked up
by Eamonn with a nice kick back up the field towards the
Bears end. Great play from Josh.G passing to Luca, and a
follow up mark from Eamonn, ensured the ball was staying
in the mid to forward zones.
Grace was willing to go in for the tackle along with
Josh.S and Aiden, which then saw Quinn take another
good kick just short of the goals. With encouragement
from the coaches for the team to stay on their players, the
2nd quarter saw a fantastic tap out from Sydney, to assist
a great mark and subsequent point taken by Angus.B.
Good passing between Quinn and Grace ensured another
good mark from Charlie.B. Excellent tackling from Grace,
Sydney, Cara and Leon maintained pressure on the Rovers.
A great smother from Josh.G was then followed up with a
top mark from Archie and a pass to Angus, resulting in a
goal for the Bears. In the final moments of the 2nd quarter
a pass from Angus to Luca, saw Jack score a point.
The 3rd Quarter saw a big kick out from Angus.W, with a
quick pick up by Josh. A mark by Archie and good tackle
from Andrew, allowed Charlie.B open space to get the ball
down towards the goal line to assist another goal for the
Bears from Harry.
The team was displaying great defence form with good
team work between Will.S, Andrew, Angus and Hamish.
The final quarter saw a big kick out by Sebastian, and a
great touch by Archie to prevent the Rovers from scoring
a goal. The Rovers picked up scoring a quick 2 goals, but
the Bears maintained their strong defence. Great ruck form
from Charlie.D and Josh defending the back goal line saw
a final goal kicked by Harry.
Overall a very close game between the Bears and the
Hampton Rovers. Well done U9’s.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U10’s
Location:
Princes Park

Caulfield Bears vs. Ajax
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Windy, Sunny and cool
Bear of the Week:
Nicko, Frankie, Grady

Game Highlights:
Q1: Right from the opening bounce, the Bears worked
hard to tie up AJAX to keep them from getting away with
the ball. Adam was playing some great defence, Nicko
was chasing down the ball relentlessly and Max and Grady
combining well in the forward area. There were some great
passages of play, with the boys taking some strong marks
in the blustery conditions, passing to their teammates,
another mark and then continuing forward. Grady had a
snap from the boundary late in the quarter, but was only
rewarded with a point thanks to the wind carrying the shot
off target.
Q2. AJAX made the most of the wind advantage in the
second, bringing the ball into attack more often, and
getting two hard fought goals for the quarter. Angus was
strong in defence, Lucas was ever-present, taking some
great grabs, and feeding Max for the same. Grady could
not be stopped when he had possession, shrugging
tackles in a Dusty-like manner.
Q3: Coach Pat had some words of wisdom for the crew
at half time, asking the team to kick the ball when they got
it, and going with the wind advantage this quarter, that
strategy paid off with Veer and Ryan busy getting the ball
out, Grady setting Lucas up for a strong mark, who in turn
found Adam’s chest, with Adam going back and slotting
our first goal for the day.
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Best on Ground:
Lucas

It looked like we were going to repeat the performance,
this time with Sheldon passing the ball to Harry in the
goal square, however pressure from AJAX kept us at bay,
managing a point from that great piece of play.
Q4: Lucas and Grady were tasked with keeping AJAX at
bay in defence, and worked really hard to clear the long
bombs AJAX were sending in with the help of the wind.
Frankie was getting his head over the ball, and Cooper was
running, chasing and tackling every chance he had. AJAX
scored a late goal to end the game.
It was a scrappy game, with the wind a definite factor,
despite which the Bears kept the highlights coming with
their fantastic marking, tackling and perseverance. Well
done Bears.

U11 Polars
Location:
East Caulfield
Reserve

Ajax 3.7 (25) def. Caulfield Bears 2.4 (16)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Sunny and Windy

Goal Kickers:
Dom and Johnny (1)
Bear of the Week:
Bailey, Rory, Lewis
Best on Ground:
Johnny, Jacques
Game Highlights:
It was billed as a big game between two sides near the
top of the ladder and that’s the way it started with a tight
first quarter being played hard in the middle of the ground.
Mack’s relentless ruckwork along with Paddy and Rory’s
hard start set the standard early on while Lewis and Bailey
kept it tight at the back in a scoreless first quarter.
Our Bears were then kicking into a strong wind
blowing to the Eastern end and they showed tremendous
character to take control of the game with Johnny kicking
a goal. Jacques, Jake and Oliver all combined well in the
forward line but we were unlucky with some near misses.
While Dom as last man standing halted several nervous
moments at full back.
With the wind in the third quarter we piled on the
pressure as Dom stayed at the same end to snag a goal
following some hard work from his fellow forwards Tom
Walsh, Angus and Johnny. The back line played tough
this quarter with James, Tom Ritchie, Cooper and Oliver
all taking big marks and laying big tackles which kept the
ball going forward to hard running Rory as we had our
noses just in front at 3 quarter time.
The effort all game was fantastic but in the end Ajax
really took control of the game by holding the ball in
their forward line for long periods of the last quarter.
Noah, Max and Oscar were great in the middle against
a wave of opposition to keep us in the game right up
until the last few minutes.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U11 Grizzlies
Location:
Chisholm
Reserve

Caulfield Bears 5.7 (37) def. East Sandringham 3.3 (21)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Sunny, brisk and windy

Goal Kickers:
Otis Karamihos, Daniel Affinita, Nick Jones,
Ben Fardell and Kristian Taalika (1)
Bear of the Week:
Ben Fardell, Nick Jones, Kristian Taalika,
Ethan Rayner, Joel Farrar, Charles Nelson
Game Highlights:
Top of the table clash between our Bears and the Zebras
who had beaten us during our grading rounds before the
ladder was reset. Coach Dale set the expectations prematch: “Don’t fool yourself, today is going to be tough.”
With a few out due to snow, hernia, northern sun and an
arm in a sling, we were helped out by Raph and Casper
from the U10s plus a special appearance from newly
registered past player Ben Fardell.
Things started in our favour as Captains Charles Nelson
and Jakiah Honner called correctly and kicked with
the strong wind in the first quarter. The wind would be
influential and until the final minutes of the match, no
team scored against it. That goal was kicked by Nick
Jones, playing a dominating game in the ruck, winning
all hit outs, and having 17 kicks in his best ever game.
Minutes earlier in the final quarter, Joel Farrar found
himself unattended at centre half forward, taking two
bounces (he could have taken seven!) passing unselfishly
with one of this 24 possessions for the day. Joel was also
our leading tackler with 6 and had a consistent four quarter
display along with Kristian Taalika (18 kicks) and Ethan
Rayner (14 kicks, 3 tackles). Running goals to Kristian
and to Daniel Affinita in the third quarter were skilful
and important to the result.
Special mention also to Charles on the wing and to Jed
Anderson who both had four tackles each. The team and
every individual continue to show improvement each week
and have cemented top spot on the ladder, two games
clear. They are an enjoyable team to watch.
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U12 Girls Grizzlies
Location:
Boss James
Reserve

Min:

5ºC

Caulfield Bears 4.6 (30) def. Hampton Rovers 0.0 (0)
Max:

12ºC

Sunny day with a cool breeze

Goal Kickers:
Abby (3), Bella (1)
Bear of the Week:
Nina, Maggie, Abby
Game Highlights:
The Grizzlies had great attendance with 13 girls playing
on the ground against Hampton who were trying for their
first win.
In the first quarter the Grizzly midfield played well with
Lily leading in the ruck and winning most taps to her team
mates including Maggie who moved the ball well at ground
level and had some impressive runs and kicks. The midfield
was support strongly by Georgia who tackled well to get
ball and kick into a keen forward line where Abby showed
her talent to kick two great goals.
During the second quarter the Hampton Rovers started to
apply some pressure and challenged the Grizzly backline
who defended well. Mariyama saved a couple goals and
Maddie tackled strongly to stop the opposition getting
too close to scoring. Elisa played great and tackled and
defended well, while Tashi used her speed to get free and
kick out of defence. In the midfield Bailey got some good
possessions and helped get the ball into the forward line
where Bella and Charlie connected with some amazing
handballs to enable Bella to kick the team goal of the
year. This was followed by another goal from Abby
late in the quarter.
Into the third quarter and it was Nina who took many marks
and had some great runs and kept winning the ball back to
give the forwards more chances. Charlie supplied amazing
support to help her team mates and lock the ball in the
forward line. Maya was really strong and after tackling well
and taking a good mark did some very long kicks. And
whilst the team couldn’t get a goal they kept the points
coming to get a strong lead at the final break.
In the last quarter the Grizzlies rotated some positions
and Mariyama played well in the midfield and Lily took an
excellent mark. It was a great team performance all round.
Well done girls!

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U12 Girls Polars
Location:
Walter Galt
Reserve

Min:

5ºC

Caulfield Bears 9.14 (68) def. Mordialloc Braeside 2.2 (14)
Max:

12ºC

Sunny, cold and windy

Goal Kickers:
Anika Stehbens (5), Violet Dunn (2), Charlotte Brewer
and Hanna Vendy (1)
Bear of the Week:
Lily McDonald, Monique Tripodis, Akeisha O’Neill,
Alice Fraser and Madeline Potts
Game Highlights:
In the first quarter, strong mid-field work from Mia, Sophie,
Jas and Charlotte saw the ball up to the forwards Monique,
Violet, Hannah, Anika and Lucy who, with ‘don’t argue’
hand-work and quick feet, got the team off to a solid
foundation of 35 points.
In the 2nd quarter, defending against a strong home side
and a strengthening cold wind, Caulfield’s backs, Alice,
Madeline, Lily, Claudia and Akeisha kept Mordialloc to only
two goals. They worked hard with second and third efforts
to get the ball to Caulfield’s mid-fielders Sophie, Jas, Mia
and Charlotte who coordinated well to get it up the ground
in hard wind. Caulfield’s forwards trapped it up there and
with silky teamwork secured a further 21 points.
Mordialloc didn’t let up the pressure in the in the 3rd
quarter. Caulfield demonstrated their tenacity in tough
conditions. Charlotte had a strong quarter that continued
to the end of the game, running tirelessly all over the
forward half.
The run home in the fourth quarter saw Mia and Claudia
have a great quarter running, kicking and tackling superbly.
Alice demonstrated that size doesn’t matter and took on
all comers with great tackling keeping the home side under
pressure to the end.
Caulfield ran home with a 54 point win. Go Bears!
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U12 Polars
Location:
E.E. Gunn
Reserve

Ormond 6.5 (41) def. Caulfield Bears 3.8 (26)
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Game Highlights:
With an eight goal gale blowing at the Ormond ground it
was vital that the Bears used the wind wisely to set up a
lead by quarter time. The game was basically played in one
half of the ground with Leo and Ged in particular applying
enormous forward pressure which resulted in a number
of promising attacks with Lucas finally slotting a goal from
about 30 metres out after side stepping a few opponents.
With the score 1.4.10 to 0 at quarter time it felt like we
hadn’t done enough with the wind. Ormond responded
in the second quarter putting extra numbers up forward
locking the ball in their forward line resulting in them
going into half time with the lead. Ash and Harvey were
rebounding regularly in defence while Jake was dominating
the midfield.

The third quarter resulted in two more great goals from
Lucas and a number of other shots on goal from Jacob,
Finn and Marcus. It was going to take a big last quarter
to hold up Ormond who managed to quick 4 goals straight
in the last quarter giving them a hard fought but well
deserved win.
The highlight of the quarter was a gutsy contested
mark from Lucas Agar in defence as he held up another
forward entry. Lucas, Jake, Ged, Ash and Michael took
home the awards this week with contributions from most
players throughout the game. With three games to go
the boys were reminded of the importance of being first
to the ball and doing whatever it takes to get the ball
and move it forward.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U12 Grizzlies
Location:
Brighton
Beach Oval

Brighton Beach 2.6 (18) def. Caulfield Bears 0.6 (6)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Sunny, cold and windy

Bear of the Week:
Ollie Jackson, Jarvis Dart, Henry Abbott, Tom Graham,
Sam Luth
Game Highlights:
The Grizzly Bears have gone down to Brighton Beach
in a frustrating match, where the gale-like wind made
conditions incredibly trying. Almost 90% of the game was
spent in the south-east corner of the ground, thanks to
the wind unrelentingly pushing the ball towards pocket.
Brighton Beach kicked with the wind in the first quarter and
put our backs under immediate pressure. Hales was like a
rock at full back making several spoiling efforts, and was
well supported by Graham and Christie. Abbott and Poole
were busy around the contest as we attempted to clear
the ball out of our opponents’ backline, but the wind made
this a one step forward, two steps back affair. Brighton
eventually scored a goal through continued pressure, and
added four behinds before the siren brought relief.
The second quarter was a mirror image of the first, as we
enjoyed the fruits of the tempest. The ball was cleared from
the centre immediately after a smart tap from Gleeson, after
which it spent the rest of the quarter along the southern
wing and our forward line. Time after time we peppered the
goals, with twin pillars Jackson and Dart working hard, but
a major proved elusive and we went into the half time break
with five behinds – only five points behind Brighton, but
again kicking into the wind in the third quarter.
We faced a setback early as Brighton got us on the hop
with an early centre clearance and goaled from an open
forward line. We made sure the same mistake wasn’t
repeated some tighter defensive work. Hales made a
goal saving smother and Luth made a goal saving tackle.
Desperate acts like these prevented Brighton from scoring
a goal for the rest of the quarter and the ball even made
a brief sojourn to the uncharted territory of the northwest pocket via a lovely run through the centre from
Gleeson. The score remained close at three quarter
time. The boys felt confident they could bridge the gap.
The last quarter was a war of attrition as we battled to get
on the scoreboard. Despite the Bears having all the play,
Brighton made clever use of the boundary line to hold up
play, and we ran out of time. Two behinds could have easily
been goals, but were not to be.
It was a tough game, but the team worked hard
throughout. Special mention to Ollie Jackson who entered
the game with a sore jaw and received a couple of knocks
to it in play, but showed guts and grit to throw himself into
contest after contest.
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U13’s
Location:
Koornang Park

Cheltenham J.F.C. Black 2.9 (21) def. Caulfield Bears 1.3 (9)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Sunny and strong winds
Goal Kickers:
James (1)
Bear of the Week:
Hugo, Nick Mav., Liam, Aiden

Game Highlights:
A fast paced first quarter, teams fairly evenly matched, but
the opposition managed to capitalise on their opportunities.
The second quarter was fairly even. Quinn, Heals, Bucket
and Jackson (18) very involved in the quarter. There was a
chance for goal mid way through the quarter with a good
kick by Rhino and then off a bounce to JJ who had an
attempt at goal but didn’t quite reach it. And then our only
goal of the match, a free kick by Bucket to Jackson in front
of goal but not quite near enough, Jackson kick into the
pack, James grabbed it in the scramble for the footy and
kicked it in low for the goal!
The third quarter was a bit scrappy but dominated by the
opposition who scored several points during the quarter.
There was a good attempt at goal that started with a kick
from Bucket to Will to JJ for a good long kick to goal which
unfortunately hit the post for a point. Excellent defensive
work by Nick Mav. in this quarter and throughout the
whole match. A pretty even fourth quarter, a point scored
by Aiden but we didn’t manage to turn things around.
Overall a fair effort, and as coach Gary said, get off the
gadgets and prepare for the next game!

U14’s
Location:
Darling Park

Caulfield Bears 4.3 (27) def. East Malvern 0.3 (3)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Mostly Sunny with wind

Game Highlights:
1Q: You can’t complain about the sun in Winter, but boy
was it bright on this sunny July morning. It was a tightly
contested first quarter. Beautiful chain of hand passes pass
from Angus to Griffen to Lucas. Goal to Evan after a great
passage forcing the ball forward. Andrew lit up the field
with a 3 bounce run that excited the crowd. A great mark
to Luca deserved a goal. Dimma was throwing himself into
the contests.
Q2: Fierce tackle from Dimma set the tone for this
quarter. Great passage of dogged play ending up in
a goal for Andrew. Angus sweeping off half back
rebounding constantly.

Q3: The team was linking particularly well with handballs.
This was a game where every point made a difference.
Jenna did some great work in defence. The wind was
a factor and the defenders repelled the Malvern attacks
again and again.
Q4: Coach Rob praised the team for their 100% effort.
The Bears knew an early goal would be gold. Aiden took a
great mark and kicked a point- the point being every point
was worth a goal. Speaking of goals, Charlie Clancy got
one. Then Miro achieved his goal by getting one. A great
win away for the team.

caulfieldbears.com.au/juniors
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U14 Girls
Location:
Koornang Park

Caulfield Bears 1.4 (10) def. East Malvern JFC 1.2 (8)
Min:

5ºC

Max:

12ºC

Sunny and windy
Goal Kickers:
Ines Jost (1)
Bear of the Week:
Maddie Szep, Claire Vise, Lucy Williams,
Philippa Sharman-Smith, Emily Chen
Best on Ground:
Maddie Szep

Game Highlights:
The game kicked off in sunny but very windy conditions
blowing to the outer wing. As a result, much of the play
for the day was on one side of the ground.
The Bears dominated possession in the first quarter and
capitalized on some good play to score a goal through
Ines Jost.
The second quarter started with East Malvern attacking
and our defence stood up really well, holding the
opposition out to go in at half time up by one goal.
Our girls came out strong after the break and had a couple
of great chances with one shot marked on the goal line
and another hitting the post. Credit to East Malvern who
then counter attacked well and scored a couple of behinds
during some frantic play where our defenders fought hard.
Bears up by 6 points going in to the last quarter.
East Malvern scored quickly to even the scores and set
up a very tense last quarter. We scrambled a couple of
desperate points and held on for a two point win.
It was tough conditions with such a strong, cold wind and
the girls did a great job to win after a few weeks off.
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15’s
Location:
Koornang Park

Caulfield Bears 11.13 (79) def. Caulfield Bears 4.5 (29)
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Goal Kickers:
Stephan, Minro, Cormac, Dom, Nick K, Nick L and Boopa
Bear of the Week:
Luke, Minro, Nick K and Will
Game Highlights:
A very cold early morning start to the day with the sun
coming out during the game and the wind becoming
increasingly stronger and chillier.
1st and 2nd Qtr: With 18 players on the field and no
one on the bench the game started a bit slow from our
boys but turned around very quickly to be ahead at the
end at half time
Harry B hit the post for a point and Nick K took a shot
from a fair way out for another point. Six further missed
opportunities.
Well done to all players who fought hard to get on top
in this half of the game.
Goals kicked in this half were by Stephan, Nick K X3 ,
Boopa, Nick L. Good pressure, great tackling and
lots of running by all players.
3rd and 4th Qtr: Down to 17 players as Boopa had to
attend a cricket event. All the team did an amazing job
keeping the ball at their half for most of the second half
of the game.
Five more goals kicked by our boys Minro, Cormac,
Dom, Nick K and Nick L
Fantastic win with a 50 point margin. Despite the very
cold wind the boys played the game amazingly.
It was great to see Cormac return to the team all healed
from his injury which occurred after Round 1. He had a
great comeback and kicked a goal!!
Well done to our boys for the continual pressure, good
tackling, lots of possessions to make goals happen. It is
always a team effort to get the ball across the field to the
right position for a goal. You fought very hard and you
must be really proud of yourselves boys!!
A couple of Milestones/ Awards
to mention. Congratulations to:
Harry Beet – 100th Game
Spencer – 50th Game
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16’s
Location:
Gerry Greene
Reserve

Caulfield Bears 10.11 (71) def. Mordi Brae 8.5 (53)
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Goal Kickers:
Harro and Henry 2, Fraser, Josh, Ethan, Joel, Kai and Luca (1)
Game Highlights:
We travelled out to Gerry Greene Reserve to tackle
Mordi Brae in a must win game if we are to play finals.
They have only the 1 win on the board, and we smashed
them at home earlier in the season, so a win was expected.
A very strong northerly wind blowing directly towards one
goal, and we have first use of this wind in the 1st term.
A very scrambly start to the game, we are dominating
possession but not playing smart football, just bombing it
and expecting the breeze to do it for us, it takes 5 minutes
for us to register the 1st goal, courtesy of Harro swooping
on a loose ball and snapping truly. If Sportsbet were betting
on first goal kicker on our games, we would make a killing
on Harro, he does it almost every week! We continue to
own the footy, but at the 17 minute mark we are a very
wasteful 1 goal 9 behinds, then fortunately Fraser and Josh
kick goals late in the ¼ to give us a 26 point ¼ time lead.
Playing smarter footy kicking into the breeze, we are
teaming well and running the ball forward, but struggling
to impact on the scoreboard. Mordi get a fast break from
defence and find a spare player running into an open goal,
only to see Nick come from nowhere and run him down
from behind and earn a free kick, shortly after Mordi kick
their 1st goal. Fraser starts a great chain of possession
footy from defence that ends up in a goal to Ethan, then
Harro uses his big frame to pick up the ball in a tightly
congested goal square and kicks his 2nd goal, and we are
out to a handy 32 point lead. Mordi get a free kick in their
forward pocket and kick a nice goal, then disappointingly,
we allow Mordi to kick a goal right on the ½ time siren,
and this was a direct result of a couple of Bears players
not running anywhere near hard enough at the footy in
the middle of the ground and allowing the opposition
easy non contact possession. We go into ½ time with
a 19 point lead.
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Again with the wind in the 3rd term and Mordi are flooding
defence to limit our scoring, Joel gets on the end of a
great pass from Chris and goals, then Kai gets a head high
tackle, gets the free and goals. A lot of time passes with
Mordi desperate in defence and we are struggling to score,
then Henry uses his long kicking ability to advantage and
kicks 2 great goals from at least 50 mts out to give us a
handy break. Mordi scramble a late goal, and we have a
36 point ¾ time lead.
A great start to the last term, Luca kicks the 1st goal, then
we are able to maintain possession and frustrate Mordi until
the 10 minute mark before they manage a goal, and we
are 6 goals up with 10 minutes to play, so game fairly safe.
In the final 10 minutes we allow Mordi to kick 3 goals and
reduce the final margin to 18 points.
So we had a win, albeit not our best standard of footy
we’ve displayed this season, but we are still in the finals
hunt, with a huge game against Waverly Hawks this
Sunday, who are 2nd on the ladder. We gave them a
touch up earlier in the season, but we played terrific footy
that day, and will need to again to replicate that result.

U17’s
Location:
Koornang Park

Highett/Cheltenham Blue 7.1 (43) def. Caulfield Bears 4.10 (34)
Min:

5ºC

Mostly Sunny

Max:

12ºC

Goal Kickers:
Jackson (2), Henri and Tom (1)
Bear of the Week:
Jackson, Oscar and Bill
Game Highlights:
Well, there’s good news and there’s bad news.
The good news is that Bhayne achieved that mighty
milestone of 100 games. It always brings a lump to the
throat and a tear to the eye when I see one of our young
lads make 100 games. Shows true commitment and
dedication to this fine club. Well done Bhayne, you have
been a tremendous addition to the team this year, both as
a brilliant ruck but also as a respected team mate.
The bad news is that the club is going to have to pony up
for a massive wind machine so that the lads can practice
playing in a gale! There was no doubt that the strong winds
played havoc with the young men, both in terms of kicking
(the wind was that strong that the ball blew away as it was
dropped, leading to a lot of wonky kicks) and also reading
the ball as it flew through the air. As can be seen from the
scores, the Bears had twice as many scoring shots that
CHOGS but the inability to adapt to the conditions worked
against them. There was some fine had passing work very
early in the game which gave the impression that this may
be a good tactic in terms of ball control but sadly this fell
away. Try as the Bears might, the blustery conditions led
to a very scrappy game and CHOGS were able to pick up
a few goals just by kicking out of the crowded forward line
back to their near empty goals.
This leaves the Bears hanging just outside the four and a
pretty tough fixture ahead. We have seen them rise up and
achieve the impossible before – let’s see them do it again!
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AROUND THE GROUND
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TH

IS

THE CAULFIELD BEARS JUNIOR FOOTBALL CLUB
PROUDLY PRESENTS...

SA
TU

RD

AY
!

Night!
7pm @ the Bear Cave

Saturday 21st July
EAD
$30 PER H
BYO FOOD
BAR
DRINKS AT
PRICES

featuring Daniel Connell,
Brad Oakes & Dave Oneil

TO BOOK YOUR
SEAT HEAD TO
:
https://www.tryb
ooking.com/WD
HK
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CBJFC Merchandise

Some stock
available
now! Email
to inquire!

New Jackets and Vests!

To purchase a vest or jacket please fill out the below form. Orders will be submitted weekly
with a turnaround of 7 –10 days. Upon arrival orders can be collected from your Team Mangers.

To place orders or for more information on sizing email a scanned copy of the
below form to registrations@caulfieldbears.com.au

Write the quantity you wish to purchase next to the size:
Puffer Jacket: $60
Mens: S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

5XL

Ladies: 8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Puffer Vest: $55
Mens: S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

5XL

Ladies: 8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Soft Shell Jacket: $60
Mens: S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

5XL

Ladies: 8

10

12

14

16

18

20

22

Soft Shell Vest: $55
Mens: S

M

L

XL

2XL

3XL

5XL

Ladies: 8

10

12

14

16

18

20

Payment can be made by either direct debit or credit card:

Title:

Acct Name: Caulfield Bears Junior Football Club Inc.

First Name:

BSB: 633000 Acct No: 147902365

Surname:

Please debit my credit card:

Address:
Postcode:
Day Phone:
Total Quantity:

22

Name on Card:
Expiry:

Total Price:

$

Signature:

/

VISA

Mastercard

SPONSORS
Premier Partner
Use or refer the services of Gary Peer for
a property sale and Gary Peer will donate
10% of its service fee to the CBJFC upon
a successful sale.

Gold Level

Silver Level

Bronze Level

Ormond–McKinnon

Community Sponsorship
L E N ’ S QUA L I T Y M E AT S

Thank you to our sponsors! Please support them all!
Please support the clubs sponsors as they contribute a great deal to the running of the club
and allow the club to provide the equipment and apparel required by all the teams.
Any sponsorship enquires please contact Alistair Rowlands on 0408504006

